
Proactive control of electronic communications requires proactive policy enforcement. There is

a growing need for capabilities including feature controls, ethical walls, and real-time alerts to 

identify potential risks before they hit the archive and cause damage or leak sensitive information.

The Challenge

Adding the Control App to Connected Capture allows clients to enforce pre-emptive policies across 

compatible communication channels including Cisco Jabber, IBM Sametime, Facebook, LinkedIn 

and many more. It is the only real-time capture and control solution in the market to identify and act 

upon potential policy violations prior to ingestion into the archive.

The Solution
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Identify and deal with risks before they
impact your business.

DATA SHEET

Key Benefits

Expands the compliance capabilities of the most popular 
communication channels

Enables compliance pre-review of employee communications

Enables blocking of high-risk content and enforcement of 
acceptable use policies

Provides usage and trend reports at user, group and 
global levels 

Ensures only the features that comply with internal 
policies or regulatory guidelines can be accessed for 
specific channels

Proactively detects, locates and protects sensitive 
information through policies



Key use cases

Managing communications between employees 
Activate and manage ethical walls to restrict segments of 
employee communication based on groups of 
individuals, departments or functions.

Real-time monitoring and alerting
Stay ahead of potential compliance violations by spotting 
violations before messages are sent and/or delivered.

Pre-reviewing employee communications
Conduct compliance pre-review to alleviate the burden 
on supervisory teams reviewing content once archived.

Contact an account executive
to learn how we can help you add Control to Connected Capture
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Connected Capture supports 80+ communication channels, enabling 

employees to communicate effectively while staying compliant. 

Communications can be stored in the seamlessly integrated 

Connected Archive or sent to an existing archive. All communications 

are captured continuously, in their native form, direct from the source 

channel, with full conversational context preserved.

Connected Capture
Capture solutions across 80+ communication channels.

Control integrates seamlessly with Connected Capture

Only allow use of communication tool features
(including Facebook likes) that your compliance policies 
have approved.

Prevent confidential information from getting into the 
wrong hands and ensure high value content is protected.

Enabling feature controls

Managing Data Loss Prevention




